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Grenadian Civilians
Accidentally. Killed
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados
(UPI) -The United States prepared Monday to pull some 700
U, S, Marines out of Grenada, and
the Pentagon said American warplanes accidentally attacked a mental hospital and kiiJed a number of
civilians.
The Reagan administration said
reports that up to 50 civilians
perished at the hospital in last
week's,air strike were exaggerated.
''The Marines are going out today
and elements of the 82nd Airborne
Division will stay," U.S. Navy Lt.
Cmdr. Dale Smith told reporters in
Barbados, announcing ;1 withdrawal
that will reduce the number of
American troops on Grenada to
5,200.
In Washington, officials said
U.S. troops on Grenada have found
secret treaties under which Grenadian armed forces would leave the
island for military training in the
Soviet Union and Cubans would be
integrated into Grenada's armed
forces.
State Department spokesman
John Hughes refused to elaborate,
but another official said the treaties
were between the Marxist government of Grenadian Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop, killed Oct. 19 in a
military coup, and the Soviet Union.
Cuba and North Korea.
Smith, in his briefing at the press
center at Barbados' Grantley Adams
International Airport, said he did not
know if the Marines being withdrawn from Grenada would go to
Lebanon or return to the United
States.
Neither Smith nor the U.S.
Embassy amplified a sketchy report
by the Pentagon that confirmed
American fliers mistakenly hit a
mental hospital north of the Grenadian capital of St. George's last
Tuesday.
The New York Post quoted medical officials in Grenada as saying as
many as 50 patients were killed and
14 others hospitalized after the raid.
Most of the victims, they said, remain buried under tons of brick and
rubble.
In Toronto, Maclean's magazine·
reported that 47 patients in a mental
hospital in Grenada were killed

when U ,S. Navy shells accidentally
hit the building. The Toronto Star
quoted a nurse at the hospital as
saying 12 dead were found and 35
were missing but "no one knows
exactly what happened."
The Pentagon acknowledged that
an attack on a hospital in the Fort
Frederick military complex occurred but said preliminary reports indicated the toll was substantially less
than reported.
"Preliminary reports ... indicate that some civilian casualties
may have occurred in a civilian hospital which was housed in the Fort
Frederick tnilitary complex,'' a Pen~
tagon statement said.
"When the air strike took place,
our personnel were unaware that a
hospital was located at Fort
Frederick," it said.
It said the raid was launched to
silence artillery fire being directed at
the residence of the governorgeneral, Sir Paul Scoon, the Grenadian serving as Queen Elizabeth ll's
representative in the British Commonwealth country.
There was still no word on
whether U.S. forces had captured
Gen. Hudson Austin, head of the
military council established after
Bishop's killing.
A Pentagon spokesman said Sunday that U.S. forces captured a man
fitting Austin's description, claiming to be Austin and carrying papers
identifying him as the general.
There also was no word on the
whereabouts of Deputy Prime
Minister Bernard Coard, believed to
have instigated the coup against
Bishop.
Coard was captured by the
Marines Saturday along with Revolutionary Military Council member Lt. Col. Liam James, Mobilization and Information Minister Selwyn Strachan, Coard's wife Phyllis
. and two unidentified men.
Amid the continuing confusion
over the situation in Grenada, a top
official at the Cable and Wireless
said the British-owned company
cannot understand why communications to and from Grenada, cut at the
titne of the U .S.-Ied invasion of the
Caribbean island, remain severed.

Alexandria King

Mayor Harry Kinney, UNM President John Perovich and Alumni Association President
John P. Salazar cut the ribbon Monday symbolizing the opening of UNM's Homecoming
Week. Daily events are planned on the mall throughout the week, culminating at the
Lobo-Wyoming Cowboys game Saturday night.

Rebels Fire at Key Army Base
BEikUT, Lebanop (UPI)Druze rebels opened fire with
machine guns and mortars at a key
army base guarding the southeast
approach to Beirut only hours before
peace talks began in Geneva among
the nation's warring factions, staterun radio said Monday.

Beirut's suburbs, the presidential
palace and the Christian sector of
East Beirut.
The radio said the Druze in the
village of Aitat began the firefight
but the fighting subsided quickly.
The skirmish occurred a few
hours before Druze and other proSyrian officials met in Geneva with
The radio said Lebanese soldiers
President Amin Gemayel, his
in the Shoqf Mountain city of Souk
father, Pierre; who leads the Christel Gharb returned the fire. There
ian Phalange militia, and Shiite and
were no reports of casualties, but the
Sunni
Moslem leaders to seek an end
fighting underscored the fragile nato
eight
years of violence.
ture of the Sept. 23 cease-fire that
In .Beirut, Marine spokesman
cleared the way for reconciliation
Maj. Robert Jordan said hundreds of
talks between warring Christian and
support staff for the Marines in the
Moslem factions.
peace-keeping force began moving
The Druze, led by Walid Jumb- to ships of the 6th Fleet offshore as a
latt; had unsuccessfully tried to precaution following the bombing
overrun the army garrison in the Oct. 23 that demolished the U.S.
mountain village during a three- headquarters in Beirut.
week assault in September.
He stressed that only nonessential
Souk el Gharb, eight miles south- personnel were moving out and that
east of Beirut, is within artillery the Marine strength on shore would
range of the capital and overlooks· not change.

''The number of Marines ashore
is still going to be roughly 1,500 to
1,600, and will vary from day to
day," said Jordan, predicting the
Marine contingent in the future
would rise to 2,000.
"We've brought in a rifle company, but we're moving out a lot of
support people to the ships," including maintenance, supply and nonessential administration staff, he
said.
The White House said other
security measures include increased
patrols around the airport, placement of heavy carriers in the road
outside the base, restricted civilian
access to the headquarters' area, reduced traffic flow and more
Lebanese army checkpoints on the
access road to the base.
In addition to the Americans,
there are 2,000 French, 1,500 Italian
and 100 Briti.ih troops on peacekeeping duties in Lebanon.

UNM, NMSU Representatives Join at Convention
By Steve Shoup
NEW ORLEANS - A coalition
was formed Monday between repre~
serltatives of the University of New
Mexico and New Mexico State University student governments in an
attempt to elect NMSU Attorney
General Lori Hand as president of
the American Student Association.
UNM delegate Frank Parks, him~
self a declared candidate for the
presidency, said this coalition will
help "unify the state." Parks said he
will .not actively campaign for the
presidency and will support Hand.
The elections are slated to begin at
5 p.m. MST today.
The two schools made several
attempts to form a coalition throughout the day. At first the coalition
decided to back PatkS; but that deal
broke down when Hand, who had
intended to run for section president,
decided to run for the national pres~
idency. Subsequently, NMSU threw
its support behind Hand.

Paul Sinowitz, NMSU Lobby
Committee chairman, said, "We
•thought she could do a better job as
national president."
Parks had said he· hoped to form
an alliance with NMSU and several
other schools and to capitialize on
"general delegate frustration" to
"catapult myself into the presidency."
Parks said after Hand announced
hercandidacythathewouldsupport
the coalition because ''we would
have very little chance of pulling this
off unless we're unified."
"I hope this is the beginning of
cooperation," he said. ''We're ridding ·ourselves of the conflict between (New Mexic_o) State and
UNM."
tJNM's status at the convention
was in question earlier in the day
when its delegates attempted to register. Convention officials delayed
UNM's registration because they
were unsure about whether the dele·
gates had an official sanction from
,
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ASUNM Student Body President
Dan Serrano.
Serrano had informed ASA that
UNM would not be attending the
convention because of financial·difficulties. ASA officials said they
had not been told a delegation from
UNM would attend.
A midday telegram from Serrano
was accepted as official authorization, allowing Parks and Craig Jackson to be registered as UNM dele-'
gates. The ASA Rules Committee
Voted to accept the two delegates
from UNM.
"I have all the records and. all the
receipts to show that we are accredited," Serrano said. "Our dues are
paid and our registration is paid."
Parks is the UNM Popular Enter•
tainment Committee chairman and
Jackson works with the ASUNM
Speakers Committee and PEC, Sernino said.
"ASA was trying to screw UNM
out of a vote," Parks said. "I think it
is political. They're making a deci-
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sion on us WlthOut a fair hearing.''
Serrano, who is not attending the
convention, said Monday he also
felt the move was political. "Some
in-state people think that perhaps
UNM is getting too much power,
and some people at the national. level
think UNM is going to get back into
the swing of things," he said. '"But
we've got too many pressing issues
here on campus.''
ASA Management Counsel
James B. Newton lii denied those
charges. "I know of no political rnatives in any issue," he said.
Some 30 schools are meeting at
the annual ASA convention to discuss a number of student-related
topics, including financial aid,
faculty evaluation and student
rights.
Each school's voting power is determined by enrollment. UNM, as
one of largest schools represented,
has nine votes, although only two
UNM representatives are attending.
The universities of Minnesota and
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Utah also have nine votes each,
while NMSU carries seven votes.
A major topic of discussion dur~
ing two general assemblies during
the day was the adoption of bylaws.
The associaticn is no longer operating under bylaws passed in 1982 be·
cause of a change its legal status
earlier this year, in which the ASA
Corporation supplanted the ASA
Foundation.
The reorganization was a result of
an investigation by federal authorities into the organization;s fj ..
nances. Newton;s professional management firm took over day-to-day
operations following the resignations of the pre~ident and four top
officers last April.
Then•ASUNM President Michael
Gallegos was named by the ASA
Board of Directors as acting president.. Gallegos and his staff, composed largely of UNM students,
stepped down Aug. 31 after the
organization's finances were stabilized and convention plans made.
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Wire Report

Christina Rivas
Homecoming
Queen

WASHINGTON- U.S, diplon14lS and Grenada's governorgeneral are discussing creation of a
provisional government and a
peacekeeping force that wi II allow
U.S. troops to leave the island, a
White House spokesman said
Monday,
"Our goal is to get out as quickly
as we can and turn it .over to some
sort of peacekeeping force," White
House spokesman Larry Speakes
told reporters. He would not predict
when the troops might be able to
·leave.

The Public is Invited to Join Us in Our
bimonthly meeting

With the fighting described as all
but over, Speakes said the U.S.
priority il'l Grenada had shifted from
military to political objectives,

Our guest speaker will be

Richard Sanchez

But Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
told reporters at the White House
that U.S. troops in Grenada had fulfilled their only justifiable purpose - the protection of Americans and ''should be withdrawn immediately."

Director of Pharmacy & Dental Careers
Wednesday Nov. 2
from 7 to 9
at the Chicano Studies Building
refreshments will be served
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YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE v-El....,.?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

Pizza..
Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247-9591
also at

5SI6 Cntnl. SW
1700 Mm~lll Blvd. NE
1113J Cudelut•j ~
5500 Aulk-v, HE
~ In Rio Rllneho

836-0142
299·6666
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Speakes said U.S. diplomats were
working with Paul Scoon, the governor-general of Grenada, on the
formation of a provisional government and a peace-keeping force
"that would allow U.S. forces to
leave as soon as possible."
He said the United States regards
Scoon, who is appointed by Queen
Elizabeth II, as "the only legitimate" governing authority in the
fonner British colony.
The administration backed away
from its earlier statement that the
invasion force had found almost
twice as many Cubans on the island
as had been expected. Speakes
brought the estimate back down
from I, 100 to between 700 and 800.

But the State Department snid
U.S, troops had uncovered secret
treaties under which Grenadian
anned forces would be truined in the
Sovie.t Union and Cubans integrated
into the island's military forces.
With about 650 Cubans already in
custody, U.S. troops appeared to
face only scattered resistance from

MANILA, Philippines - President Ferdinand Marcos, in an apparent attempt to placate critics and
prevent a power struggle if his oneman rule should be cut short, Monday picked Prime Minister Cesar
Virata as his successor.
Opposition leaders reacted to the
surprise announcement with skep·
ticism and outright disbelief.
The. designation came as a shock
to many since Marcos' powerful
wife, Imelda, has long been consi·
dered a strong possiblity to succeed
her husband, who has ruled the Phi·
lippines with an iron fist for I 8
years.

The official announcement, aired
over government television, said
"all powers and duties" of the president would be assumed hy the prime
rninister in the event of Marcos'
death or disability.
It came amid growing speculation
over Marcos' health and moves by
both government and opposition
leaders to restore the position of vice
president to avert a power struggle
and possible military takeover
should the 66-year-old president
step down or die.
A spokesman said Virata was in
Cavite Province south of Manila for
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snipers and stragglers who had fled
into the nearby hills.
U.S. officials would not predict
how long elements of the American
invasion force, which has grewn to
5,900 troops, will remain on the island or offshore to help ensure the
safety ofScoon and the new govern·
ment.

GENEVA, Switzerland - Lebanese President Amin Gemayel. warning
"our country is dying." Monday opened the first peace talks among Lebanon's warring Christian and Moslem leaders since civil wnr consumed their
land in 1975.
The talks, involving the nation's 10 major religious and political figures,
began late in the afternoon under strict security provided by 300 Swiss police
but were recessed within 50 minutes, until today.
U.S. diplornats said they did not expect any major breakthroughs in the
talks but hoped personal bitterness could be reconciled among the leaders,
several of whom have been accused of kidnapping or killing their rivals'
children.
Delegates refused to shake hands, talk or even look at their rivals, keeping
their faces trained instead on Gemaycl.
Moslem leaders demanded an end to the40-year-old system of government
that requires the president to be a Christian, the prime rninister a Sunni
Moslem and the speaker of parliament a Shiite.
They also dernanded abrogation of the May 17 Israeli-Lebanese withdrawal accord that provided for Israeli security concerns on its northern border,
ended the state of war and provided for future diplomntic and traderelations.
"Our country is dying," Gemayal, a Christian, said in Arabic to the
leader.s sitting at Jive tables placed on the points of a pentagon on the
sealed·off 18th-floor of the Intercontinental Hotel.
Warning "this opportunity might not present itself again," Gemayel
pleaded for peace because "we have become equal in suffering, in injustice,
in oppression, in displacement, and in misery."
He also seemed willing to accede to Moslem demands for greater power
and possibly reconsider the treaty with Israel, saying he came in part to help
Lebanon "recover its sovereignty."
He also said a strong state "can only be established on equity" and its
power only "derived from the consent of the people."
The decision to hold the talks were included in the Sept. 26 cease-fire
agreement that ended three weeks of bloody c.ivil warfare in Lebanon's Shouf
Mountains. Disagreements over security and a location for the meeting
delayed the Start of the talks.
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• Senior:Head Cheerleader
Secretary of Trailblazers
Mortar Board
(Senior Honorary)
Academic Scholar
• JuniorTrailblazers
Las Campanas
(Junior Honorary)
Resident Advisor
in the Dorms
• Sophomore:Cheerleader
Resident Advisor
Academic Scholar
• Freshman:Phi Eta Sigma
(Freshman Honorary)
Academic Scholar
Paid for

By George E. Gorospe
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Bitterness Mars Peace Talks

Vote4
Margaret Novak

PLAY ALL DAY
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Marcos' Pick for Successor Shocks Many
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PLAY A ROUND
AT OUR NEW
18-HOLE
MINIATURE GOLF COURS
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United Press International

Peacekeeping Force Being Considered

All you need is your 1..0.
"Every Vote Counts"
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by the Committee to Elect Margaret Novak

All Saints Day, a ti-aditional family
holiday, and was unavailable for
comment.
The softspoken, 54-year-old for·
mer business professor has been a
member of Marcos' cabinet since
being named finance minister in
I 970. He was named prime minister
in July 1981 and still holds the finance portfolio.

National Briefs
WASHINGTON- The U.S.
Supreme Court Monday refused to
lift a stay of execution signed for
James "Cowboy" Autry by Justice
Byron White on Oct. 5 while Autry
lay on a stretcher in a Texas prison
awaiting his death by lethal injection. The justices rejected an appeal
from Texas Attorney General Jim
Mattox, filed Oct. 17, to allow the
execution to proceed because all
lower courts had approved the
punishment for Autry.
WASHINGTON- Rep, Bill
Richardson, D"N.M., said Monday
security before. the Oci. 23 terrorist
bombing in Beirut was lax and that
American Marines still stationed
there are "sitting ducks.'; Richard·
son, a member of the House Veterans Affairs Committee, visited West
German hospitals and the Marine
compound in Lebanon over the
weekend to talk fitst-hand with
Marines.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -A
federal judge Monday said a jury
prejudiced by ''pervasive public·
ity" erred in awarding former television anchorwoman Christine Craft
$500,000 fat fraud and he ordered a
new trial for her former employer,
Mcttomcdia Inc. Judge Joseph
Stevens Jr. also said there was no
cvidehcc of sexual discrimination
t!lWatd Ms. Craft when she WM de·
mated.
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The number of illegal aliens from
Central America and Mexico entering the United States will increase
sharply in the next decade, to the
point where borders will be eradicated and legislation will become
useless, said a co-chairman of the
Conference on Immigration and Refugee Advc,cacy,
Hector Lopez, co-chainnan of the
Los Angeles-based association,
said, "U ,S. military and economic
intervention in Latin America has
caused a Widespread social and economic disruption. The people in
those countries have no choice but to
seek political and economic refuge
in the United States.
"If the trend continues, and I suspect it will, the U.S .. border will be
eradicated by the movement of
thousands or millions of Latins crossing the borders, and any legislation
on immigration would simply
amount to a piece of paper,'' Lopez
said.
Lopez made his comments at a
conference Saturday at Menaul
School on "The Undocumentoed
Persons: A Christian Response."
The conference brought together
some of the country's foremost
activists in the advocacy of rights for
undocumented people,
The U.S. military intervention in
Central America and its appropriation of Mexico's oil and natural re~ources will have its consequences,
Lopez said. Those consequences
will be an overwhelming migration,
legal or otherwise, of Latin people to
the Unitcd States, seeking the food,
shelter, jobs and safety the United
States has taken away from them, he
added.
"In this country we have a problem with .the anti-nukes who arc concerned with only one problem. They
arc screaming that we are all going to
get. killed;''{ topcz said.
· •·
"Whether we get killed all at once
or one at a time, we're still going to
be dead. People in Latin. America
arc being killed today hy the same
U.S. government that Worries the
anti·nukcs," he said, "but they
(anti·nukes) scream and then return
to mountain-top retreats."
Lopez said public awareness is
one of the reasons he and his group
have organized CIRA on a national
basis. but more importantly, he said,
CIRA was organized to fight any
legislation that would violate the
rights of undocumented people and

discriminate against U.S, citzens· of
Hispanic descent,
Although the Simpson-Mazzoli
bill -an immigration reform
bill - has been deferred to the
House Rules Committee, Lopez said
House Speaker Tip O'Neill could
revive the hill at any time, so CIRA
is working at a "desperate pace" to
ctevelop an alternative bill that
would not be as repressive and
would not discriminate against Hispanic citizens of the United States.
"The development of an alternative to the Simpson-Mazzoli bill became our mandate in an organizational meeting of CIRA last March
in Los Angeles," Lopez said. "The
basic design of the alternati vc bill
will reflect the views of the community, including the undocumented people, and will have to
deal with the reality of what is going
on in Latin America that is causing
the immigration problem.
"It would, of course, reflect that
the U.S policies in Latin America
are primarily responsible for the inllux of undocumented people to this
country,'' he added.
The conference also featured discussion on the controv.ersial "Sanctuary Project," in which undocumented people from Central
America can receive food, shelter,
and other essential services under
the tenuous protection of a church.
The project was the innovation of
the Southside Presbyterian Church
in Tucson, Ariz., in response to
U.S. immigration policy that denies
Latin Amcri.cans political asylum.
Susan Parrott. conference representative of the Tucson Sanctuary
Project, said, "In the past five
years, the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service has received
over 4,000 applications from Cen·
tral Americans seeking political asylum. Only four were accepted until
last year, when 72 more applications
were accepted.
"The rest were deported to face
certain death," she said. "By our
estimates, the number of those wl!o
do not apply because of the dismal
INS record far exceeds the number
that do apply."
Most of_ ihose seeking political
asylum do not want to stay in this
country, and eventually want to go
home when it is safe, Parrott said.
An easy solution to the problem
would be to give these people voluntary departure status until they feel it
is safe to return. she said.
"The reason Reagan or the INS

won't do this is because Reagan has :
1 liter of softdrlnk,
•
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f\eg. volue $8
:
months to get approval for military -tr:
Expires 11-7-8.3
tc
support for El Salvador,'' Parrott .;:
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..
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,
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the sancturay proJect IS the only way- -'-·--,--~=~~--'-we can give these people the basic
support all human beings want and
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need."

People United for Justice and the
Catholic Social Services of Albuquerque also discussed the current
direct services offered under their
programs to undocumented people
and the s.ervices that are lacking.

266-9296

Zuni-San Mateo Plaza

is .celebrcating UNM. Homecoming
with ca

Bonnie Ari&s, director of Catholic
Social Services, said, "Most Americans believe that getting. permanent
resident status is easy, but in most
cases it is impossible. Of the six
categories the INS offers for immigrating to this country, four are closed
because there is a backlog that
would take 20 years to go through,''

10% Discount on
Boutonnieres
Footbcall Mums

GOLOBOS!!
MONSTER SALE
BOOKS & RECORDS
now in progress

UNM BOOKSTORE

classes.

Rubella Vaccination Law
Effort To Prevent Defects
By Dennis Pohlman
More than a quarter of a million
children are born in the United
States each year with a defect. Many
ofthese defects could have been prevented if the rnothers had been vac·
cinatcd against rubella (German
measles) - a vaccine that has been
available for several years.
In an effort to prevent these de·
fects, a new state law goes into effect
today requiring tha! women plan·
ning marriage notify state author·
ities as to whether they have been
vaccinated for rubella, ate immuhe
to the disease, have been surgically
sterilized or are above childbearing
age.·

"There has not been a noticeable
rise iri New Mexico in the number of
birth defects associated with rubel·
Ia," says Dr. Olga Eaton, director of
the University of New Mexico Student Health Center,
"But there arc several such cases
each year, and they could fmvc been
avoided . .It's so useless and such a
waste. to have childt·cn born with a
defect that a litlle precaution could
prevent," she said.
The law, Eaton p!lints out. docs
not require a vaccinalion against
rubella, and women can choose not
to be vaccinated.
. "Th~ law is meant to inform pco-

pic. 1f a woman chooses not to be
vaccinated, that's fine, but we·will
let them know of the dangers so they
will at least have some infonnation,
should there be a problem,'' Eaton
said.
The UNM Student Health Center
now does blood tests for rubella fora
$5 fee. Should the test shqw t~at a
woman is susceptible to rubella, the
health center will provide the vaccinatitm free ofchargf.l to students or ·
their prospective spouses, Eaton
added.
·

Notice for
Candidates
Candidates for the Associated
Students of the University of
New Mexico Senate arc requested to come by the New Mex/to Dai(v Lobo newsroom today
to fill out election and editorial
endorsement questiounaircs.
News photographs will also be
taken betwech between II a.m.
and I p.m. for ihclusion it! the
Dailv Lobo election special
issue: 'fhil newsroom is Room
138 in Marron Hall.

Indulge }'otirself in a warm
namony to~ch of class. And
from General Foods®
International Coffees.
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Forum

Toads' Mating Habits Studied

UNM Racquetball Club will meet at s_ p.m. today
~~ the. UNM racquetball court~ in Jo!u:~son Gym,
More l_nfonnation is available at864.l677,
IJNM ·Pby~lcal TheJ11pf Club will mt.~t ut ti p.m.

-----H U ffi 0 f------B_L_OO_M_c_o_u__,NT;;;.Y_·_ _ ____, .-----b.;:;..y....,Berke Breathed
F. Lee Bailey Best Administrator
For Reagan's Lie-Detector Tests

W... llPJ' NeW~,
6Vi5PYBOVY, .. ''WWTUPi!O
ANP 11£ ~p~"
NA'!e JIM CI\Ncel.e!l

BliT l!ff10 WORRY!

Today's Events

'IJF;'V6 ,JiiM Af?MNOCP

IN5TEAP 1D HAVf /l&NNY
ROOCRo ANP 5/JetNA lii15TON

AT'TII6 t.A5~MINIIre.

Qampus Crusade for Christ meets at 7 p,m. ev~ry

~uWJ'~f ~f~Fe ~
I

Tuesday in the Basi~Medlc-~lScience Building, North
Campus, Room203. More. iltfonnation Is ovnili,ible at
883·)038,
G~~oy aad Lesbian Student Union will di5Cll~S
"Andn;>gyny" with Ken Peterson, lecturer in general
~tudies at lJNM, .at 7:30 p.m. today in NM. Union
Room23l·A, C, Details abau~ theNov.l9 dance will
be arinaun~. -All members who want to be a P!lrt of
a welcom!.ns committee foJ;" this meeting arc asked tQ
call John at277-673!J,

I think President Reagan has come up with<! swell idea in his plan to
give lie-detector tests to government employees suspected of leak··
in g. "Leaking" is when a government employee tells the public what
the government is doing, This is very bad, particul13rly in the area of
foreign policy, because our foreign policy is supposed to be a secret.
This principle was perfected by Richard Nixon. Nobody ever had
the vaguest notion what he was going to do next. For example, he
went around for years announcing that our foreign policy was to hate
the Chinese, then one day he showed up in China laughing and
chatting with Chairman Mao and spilling ceremonial wine on himself.
This kind of erratic behavior kept the other nations on their toe&,
because they could never really be sure that Dick wasn't going to
suddenly turn around and, say, order the Air Force to defoliate Wales.
Today, our foreign policy is so secret that not even the president
knows what it is, which is why he is concerned about leaks. So the
president came up with this plan whereby if the public ever gets hold
of any classified government documents, which basically means all
government documents except zip code directories and those cretin
newsletters your congressman sends you at your expense, the government employees who could have leaked the information will have
to take lie detector tests, and ·if it turns out they are guilt'/ they will be
fired or shot or something.
Needless to say, the American
Civil Liberties Union, an organization of left-wing communists, claimed Reagan's plan is unconstitutional, but this is typical.
The ACLU is always yakking about the Constitution, and most of
us are getting mighty tired of it. I
mean, if the Constitution is so
great, how come it was amended
so many times?

Life

and

Related
Subjects
By Dave Barry

Personally, I think the president's idea is excellent. My only concern
is who's going to administer the lie-detector tests. We don't want
government employees doing it, because they'd mess it up somehow. It would wind up .like one of those Army Corps of Engineers
projects where they're trying to irrigate our beet farms in Texas but
they end up causing most of Iowa to be washed into the Gulf of
Mexico,
So I think we should turn the lie-detector operation over to the
private sector, by which I mean F. Lee Bailey, the famous crimin<JI
lawyer who is widely considered to be extremely brilliant despite the
fact he's coated with a thin layer of slime. Bailey has this television
show called "Lie Detector,'' wherein famous people such as Ronald
Reagan's barber take lie-detector tests, then, in a highly dramatic
climax, Bailey oozes up and reveals the results. I think this would be
an appropriate forum for investigating suspected leakers:
Bailey: Mr. Carbuncle, you'reAssistant Secretary of State for Really
Pathetic Little Countries; is th<lt correct?
Carbuncle: Yes.
Bailey: Okay, here's an innocent question to put you at ease: How
are you?
Carbuncle: Fine, thank you.
Bailey: Are you the person who told the New York Times about the
secret CIA plan to drop 250,000 poison attack frogs on left-wing
guerrillas in the Republic of Belize?
Carbuncle: N6.
Bailey: Mr. Carbuncle, our polygraph machine, which has been
monitoring your pulse rate and blood pressure, indicates that you are
telling the truth. Either th<Jt or you have just suffered a massive heart
attack. Here's an autographed picture of the president grooming his
horse, and thanks a million for being our guest on "Lie Detector."'
Folks, be sure to stay tuned, because next we're going to see if we can
figure out who leaked the plan to sell nuclear bazookas to rival street
gangs in the South Bronx.
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-------Letters--~
Water Situation Defies 'Quick Fixes'
Editor:
The water quality problems of
Albuquerque's South Valley are
complex, longstanding and defy
quick fixes- facts that your Oct.
12 editorial ("Protect, Not Analyze"} failed to recognize.
The valley's shallow water
table, combined with a relatively
dense population primarily uS·
ing individual wells and septic
systems, has created a persistent
threat to water quality. The
area's problems include leaking
septic systems, decaying sewer
lines, shallow private wells, nitrate pollution and industrial
contaminants.
In the last decade, approximately $16.5 million in state and
federal funds has been spent to
combat those problems by ex.·
tending sewer lines into the most
densely populated neighborhoods. At the same time, the
state in cooperation with the city
of Albuquerque is extending city
Water-supply lines into areas
with drinking water problems.
Unfortunately, many of the
South Valley's problems date
back well before the Environmental Improvement Division
was created .in 1971. In the last
three years, the division has had
one or more scientists working
full time in the area to trackdown

sources of decades-old contamina.tion problems.
It was the EID, in fact, that
alerted federal officials about the
illegal dumping of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at the
Pronto Services .site of Albuquerque's West Mesa. Cleanup of
that site became entangled in
federal litigation and took much
longer than reason should have
dictated. Yes, we were lucky that
the PCBs and accompanying solvents did not reach the ground
water before the cleanup was
completed.
At the PCB-contaminated
Mesa Oil site, however, the EID
has moved quickly. Samples
taken last month found hazardous levels.of PCBs, and the division is now sampling the local
ground water and working with
Mesa's owner to get the site
cleaned up. This cooperative
effort does not stem from a disregard for residents' safety, but because a cooperative cleanup is
the quickest route to getting the

PCBs removed to protect resi·
dents' ground water.
Ultimately, the division cannot
eliminate illegal dumping, Neither can it undo with simplistic rhe·
toric the difficult and widespread
problems plaguing the South
Valley. The department can,
however, pinpoint genuine
pollution and health problems
and take a unified approach to
their correction.
The newly-formed South Val·
ley Public Health Emergency Response Team intends to get
beyond crisis-oriented and fragmented responses to the problem. lhe team is now working
with the city and county health
departments to ensure a coordinated effort. At the same time,
we are prepared to seek additional legislation and fundsshould that prove necessary.
Robert McNeill
Secretary for Health and
Environment

Critic's Sincerity Dubious
Editor:
I'd be willing to bet the same
feminist that complained about
the Coer's ad with the swim-

wear-clad female stating that·
"women have meaningful roles
in society" has the Oct. 27 Coor's
ad on her bulletin board.
Jeff Turcotte·

Three species of spadefoot toads native to New Mexico are (left to right) Scaphiopus
multiplicatus, Scaphiopus bombifrons and Scaphiopus couchi.
An ugly man may be unkindly
described as a toad, but a real male
toad may be downright alluring to
females.
University of New Mexico
biologist Bruce Woodward is look·
ing for the reason that some large
male spadefoot toads get to mate
more often than smaller ones. The
National Science Foundation is
funding his research, which tests the
idea that females select large males
so their offspring will have a better
chance of surviving or growing loa
large size.
"The phenomenon of female
choice of breeding partners is
documented in many animals,'' says
Woodward, "usually in situations
where males control access to shelter, food or other desirable resources." In addition, "investigators studying a wide array of organisms think females also pick mates
on the basis of male genetic quality." he says, "but we have little
evidence for it at present."
Female spadefoot toads "prob-

ably have the option of choosing
mates because there are usually
many more males than females present and attempting to mate," says
Woodward, a visiting research
assistant professor in the UNM biology department and a graduate.of the
University of Connechcut.
Male spadefoot toads do not remain with the female after breeding
and do not help rear the young or
offer any other resources. So, says
Woodward, "if females are choosing mates it has to be on the basis of
genes." Above-average size is
probably the indicator to the female
of superior genetic material in a
potential mate, because a large toad
is probably older and has proved his
ability to survive.
In his UNM lab, Woodward has
mated a female spadefoot with first a
smaller and then a larger male, then
compared the offspring from each
union "to examine the effect of
paternal genes, because any differences between these half-siblings

Conference-----continued from page 3

the state to be accredited by the INS

For those who do get permanent
resident status, Arias said, "the process usually takes up to eight
months. but now the Mexican government is holding up the process
even longer because they arc requiring passports, which arc almost im·
possible to obtain."
Arias' program is the only one in

to provide services to undocumented

to9ay in Surge BuiiOing Roorn 243, 2701 Frontier
N.E. North Camp11s, A potll!ck dinner will be held
from .6 to 7 p.m. and L~rcy Willock will speak on
''Common Athletic lnjuries" frpm 7 !o 8 p.m. More
informntion is avall~bl~ at 299-1793,
SaneiUIII')' GrQup wUJ hold a claseQ AA meetfng for
alCoholics only at llQQ!l Tue~daY!i 11I!d Thursdays at
the Newma\\ Center. More information Is availl!ble at
247·1094.

Wednesday's Events
Uaba'l Student ,o\ssodaHo~ invite~ everyone lo
pnnlcipatc in an informal open· forum discussion on
various topics of int~r~t nt 1 p.m. Wednesctf!y,s in
NM Union Room 23/..-A, B. More informatl('ln Is.
available. at 26~~1801.
UNM Mounta!n Club wlil meet at 7:30 p.fll,

Wednesday In NM Union Room 231-D. Info.rnunlon
on upComing pack: trlp and caving trlp, Also film pnQ
disCUssion or white-water rafting, More informotlon
is available at277-4L,O,
B•pdst Student Ualpil serves home-cooked mears

Tuesdays all801 Lw; Lomas N.B, Mare inrormal(on
is J\Yailableat 256·3274,

at noon everyWcdn,esday·at40l University N.E. Cost

Lldn -America~ lnsUtule will present a slide .show
tided 11 What Was Orenada" at 7;30 p.m. toda~ in the
NM Union -Ballroom, More inronnatlon is available

N•rrotles Anonymous will hold its ''A ~teP at a
Time'' group meeting nt 7:30p.m. W!!:dnesdays at St,
Jos~ph .Hospital's Btandina Room, 400 Walter N.E.
Open to the put> lie.

at 277·2961,

Is $1. More Information is .available nt243-S40l,

must be due to the paternal genetic
input."
Of several hundred spadefoot
half-siblings raised in his lab,
Woodward has found that ''large
males consistently produced
offspring with higher survival and
faster growth rates, establishing that
large males would be desirable
mates and suggesting that large
males possess superior genes."
In one experiment, juvenile half·
siblings resulting from large and
small males were raised together and
required to compete for food.
"Offspring of large males consistently grew larger," Woodward
says, "suggesting that large males
possess genes wiJich enhance competitive ability."
To test his ideas further, Woodward is now raising the offspring of
natural matings between spadefoot
toads who choose their own partners
and the offspring of matings he
arranges. Spontaneous matings
probably reflect both female choice
and the outcome of male-male competition, Woodward believes, because male toads are known to wrestle with their rivals and to usc distinctive vocal calls to attract
females' attention.

people, and according to Arias, they
arc accredited only so the INS cun
say that such a service exists.
Although the INS requires an activities report each month, Arias said
she does not file those reports because most of her dealings With
clients arc through a third party.

Tired of the same old route?
Make a "Detour" Friday
with Rod Martinez
In the Hew Mexico Daily Lobo.
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With the price of fine jewelry today, it's good to
know that a jewelry-quality Siladium ring is now
more affordable than ever. Save- and choose from
a variety of beautiful styles. Then personalize your
ring with.custom options that express your tastes,
your interests, your achievements.
Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful attention to detail, and backed by the
ArtCarved Full Ufetime Warranty. Now, at these special ~~· RTCZ1·~YE·
savings, the value is exceplional! Don'tmiss this oppor·
!unity to get a beauliful buy on a fine Siladium ring. Visit.
.
·. . .
. .
CLASS RINGS, INC
the Ar!Carved Ring Table soon.

·
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COMMODORE
ATARI

ETC.
3200 San Mat.o
eti-6517

•

Date Oct. 31 ·_Nov. 4 ·--·-----f>lace_.~tudent Union.Building
Deposit Required. MasterCard Or Visa Accepted.
• ,.., ,..,.,.., .,..,....,. "'
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Arts

Sports

Era of American History Recaptured
Through Film About First Astronauts

Lobo Runners Win Race
The University of New Mexico
women's cross country team, ranked I 4th In the NCAA Poll, won its
own invitational Saturday without
.the help of two of its top five .runners, Linda and Lisa Mitchell.
The Mitchell sisters arc suffering
from a form of viral hepatitis and
won't be seeing any more action this
season.
The rest of the Lobos pulled
together and won the meet by running in a closely-knit pack, taking
fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth and
I I th places.
Jo.an Sterrett took fourth in the
race and was the No, 1 Lobo finisher
for the second time in a row with a

By Craig Chrissinger
The Right Stuff. Written and
directed by Philip Kaufman. Now
showing at Coronado.

In 1957, Sputnik I created a colossal panic- the Soviet Union
suddenly hud the rocket power to
deliver the b01nb on an intcrcan·
tinental basis. Project Mercury arose
to meet the threat a year later.
The Right Stuff, based on the I 979
bestseller by Tmn Wolfe, is the story
of some test pilots and the first astronauts - men who had "the right
stuff."
Wolfe wrote that a man with this
mysterious quality should be able to
''put his hide on the line and then
have the moxie, the reflexes, the experience, the coolness, to pull it
back in the last yawning moment,
and then to go up again the next
day."
Covering events that took place
from 1947 to 1963, TheRightStufj'is
an exhilarating film that brllliuntly
captures the excitement of the era.
despite some rough edges.
At 3 hours and I 2 minutes, it is. a
well-paced epic story of celebration
that gives many insights into the
men behind the myth through high
drama and light humor.
At the opening, test pilot Chuck
Yeager (playwright-actor Sam She·
pard) is on top of the heap. Despite
some broken ribs, he beats the demon that Jives at the sound barrier.
The movie then focuses on the
astronauts and their wives. These
men were given special status even
before their individual flights; our
mightiest soldiers were going out,
. one at a time, to pit themselves
against the Russians in the Cold
War. The playing of the "Hallelujah" chorus during the first NASA
press conference is very
appropriate.
The movie is very effective in
capturing the personalities of the
men and their wives, and the feel of
being in the public eye. Ed Harris is
wonderful as John Glenn, the gungho, moral man who becomes the
spokesman and rallier for the Mercury Seven. Especially nice is a
scene in which he supports his wife
in her refusal to be part of a Lyndon
Johnson publicity stunt.
Mary Jo Dcschancl's portrayal as
Annie Glenn, a stutterer. is very
sensitive. Also giving credible performances are Scott Glenn as Alan

'
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265-4631 106 Girard SE
Specials Every Week

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER

BEST PRICES
IN TOWN
OPEN
MONDAY- FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
277-5031

A little harder to find but worth it.

j,

ASUNM/GSA Child Care Co·Op
6th Annual Homecoming Run
November 5th, 1983

1,.
\•

Registration Deadline Nov. 1
Forms Available: Child Care Co-op,
Student Veterans Assoc.,
Delta Sigma Pi Business Fraternity.
For Information Call: 277-3365

Come Celebrate
Our
1st Anniversary!
(In our new building)

Saturday, Nov. 5
12:00-S:OOPM
ALUMI'Yl WELCOME!

I

By Earl Jones
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time of) 8;45. 14. She was followed
closely by Cynthia Valdez at l8:49,
Kathy Pficfer took seventh, Carole
Roybal took eighth and Kelly Cham·
pagne was I I th.
UNM runner Kristi Rapp placed
12th. Although she wasn't a scoring
runner (only a team's first five runners are scoring runners), Coach
Cindy Schmand~ said she was "an
important component, because she
displaced the fourth and fifth runners of some of the other ~cams.''
"I was very pleased with the
race," Schmandt said. "The girls
are still competing against each
other at a high level, which is good.
It means they have to run that much
faster."
Schmandt said she was pleased

World Class Skiers Hold
High Hopes for Medals

,___.._.~.

cay Health :
and
:
cay community!
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GAY AND LESBIAN STUDENT LIN ION
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, Nov. 1

•

SUB 250 D·E 7:30p.m.

with the pcrfonnancc ol' Sterrett, :
Ken Peterson, Lecturer In Cieneral Studies
Will HOld a DISCUSSIOn of Androgeny
who's "more than just my No. 1 •
runner, The last couple of weeks :
office hours Monday-Friday 12-4
she's been coming on as a team lead- :
sus 215 phone 277-6739
er," she said .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~~~_!._! ~ ··-~ • • • • • • • • ·~··-~·...!'-!11.!.__
"We are the kind of team that
does just enough to win," Schmandt
THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
said. And with District 7 champresents
pionships scheduled for Nov. 12,
the Lobos will have to come up with
"just enough" one more time for the
year's most important meet,
Asst. Dean, Undergrad Medical Education
"There are five coaches who
"MEDICAL
think they have a shot at winning the
championship and a berth to the
EDUCATION DILEMMAS:
nationals," Schmandt said, "but'
only one's going to be a winner."
LEARNING AS A WAY OF LIFE"
''The BYU coach seems to think
Tuesday, Nov. 1
his team is going to be the one to
12 noon
beat, Schmandt said, "but I think
UNM SUB, Room 250 B, C & D
I've got four legitimate contenders
on my hands and that each one of
~'
them is going to be the team to beat.
The "lAST LECTURES'' are a sories in which prominent Universlly !acuity and stall Will
be talking as if I hey were glvlng the last lecture of theu life, Brmg your lunch'
"Even though we've beaten these
sponsored by
teams already, they can still come
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CoNTI'A
back to haunt us.''

Dr. Scott Obenshain

By Steve Shoup

said.
Phil finished half a second behind
They sat calm and relaxed, almost Stenmark in Lake Placid, the second
dctatched, undisturbed by the glare American man ever to capture a silof television lights. A striking con- vermedal in Olympic alpine events.
trast to the circumstances most peo- No American man has ever taken a
ple see them in - their faces set in gold in downhill, slalom or giant
concentration, their agile bodies slalom.
twisting as they swoop down a
But gold in the World Cham·
snowy slope, darting from gate to pionships has not eluded Steve. A
gate in the slalom race.
first place finish in the 1982 chamInnsbruck. Lake Placid. St. pionships earned him America's
Anton. Schmaldming. World Cup. first gold medaL
World Championship. Places and · Despite their outstanding accomevents that sum up the careers of two plishments in international racing,
of America's best slalom skiers, Phil few Americans know who the
and Steve Mahre.
Mahres are. Steve said they are not
At a press conference in Albu- bothered by that, or the fact many
querque Friday, the Mahres, both people in their hometown of Yakimembers of the last two U.S. Winter ma, Wash., don't recognize them.
Olympic teams, discussed their It's a break from their notoriety in
training and competitions, and pro-· Europe, they said.
jections for the U.S Olympic team,
Phil, who along with his brother
Phil, the first American and only has a been member of the U.S. team
one of three men to win the World for 10 years, said one of the probCup overall title three times in a row. lems with American racers is they
is optimistic about the U.S. ski retire or join the professional circuit
team's future. The American team before they reach their prime. The
that will go to the XIV Olympic brothers' desire to keep up with each
Winter Games in Sarajevo, Yugos- other and to be the be.st in the world
lavia, next year is an experienced have kept .them going, he said.
team of veterans, he said, and has a
Meanwhile, a snowy mountain in
good chance of bringing home Yugoslavia beckons. On a day in
medals.
February 1984, the world's best
But the American team will have skiers will assemble to bolt out oft he
strong competition from the starting gate and rocket dowri the
Yugoslavians, Steve said, who will slope. And the words "Sarajevo"
be racing on their home course.
and "Olympic gold medal" might
"Ten guys have a good chan.ce of join the honor rolls. that list the
getting the gold next year," Steve careers of the Mahre brothers.

Ed Harris portrays John Glenn inside the Mercury spacecrah
on February 20, 1962, the day Glenn became the first American to orbit the earth three times, in The Right Stuff.
Shepard, Dennis Quaid as "Gordo"
Cooper, Fred Ward as Gus Grissom
and Shepard as Yeager.
The movie Is full of good moments, including the testing of
potential astronauts at Albuquerque's Lovelace Clinic. This scene is
exaggerated to produce humor, but
the tests still retain a sense of being
grueling.
The danger of rocket planes and
the tense, exciting moments of various Mercury missions arc good,
too. These flights are very realistic,
con1bining brilliant special elrects
with original NASA footage.
There is also some beautiful cine·
matography. In an early scene, Yeager is mounted on a horse and watching the fueling of an X-1 rocket

plane, The test pilot as pioneer, and
the contrast between the old and the
new, arc excellent. Other nice contrasts arc Cooper's children playing
with a toy B-52 bomber while smoke
rises from a plane crash in the background, and Cooper later holding up
a very burnt bot dog for his wife,
Trudy (Pamela Reed), to inspect.
However, director Philip Kaufman reaches too far and stretches the
truth too much at times, as when he
attempts to make a connection between sparks from an aboriginal fire
In Austmlia and Glenn's first space
trip.

Especially insulting arc his char·
acterizations of Johnson (Donald
Moffat) as a slapstick buffoon and
two White House aides as bungling
fools. In this movie, it looks like
Laurel and Hardy run the government.
Despite these problems, The
. Recently discovered color photographs of the Depression ~ an era pre- Right Sniff will bring joyful tears to
VIOUsly recorded through black-and-white photography - go on display eyes as It takes audiences soaring.
today at the University of New Mexico Art Museum.
"FSA Color," to be displayed through Dec. 18, features color photographs commissioned by the Farm Security Administration between 19391942. The four photographers whose work is represented in this display arc
Jack Delano, Russell Lee, John Vachon and Marlar Post Wolcott.

Lobos Split In Utah

Color Photos on Display

By Earl Jones
The University of New Mexico
women's volleyball team split two
conference matches over the
weekend, losing to Brigham Young
Friday night and beating Utah
Saturday.

Museum Talks
Feature Artists

The Historical Section of the FSA was created to visually document the
economic depression's effects on American life. Its purpose was twofold: to
increase public awareness of the effects of the Depression and to influence
legislation.
Because of its objective, factual capabilities, photography was chosen as
the FSA 's graphic vehicle.
The black-and-white photographs taken by the FSA served as evidence in
Congress and were published in newspapers and magazines. These images
have helped shape American historical and social perceptions of the time.
Some of these photographs, such as Russell Lee's series on Pic Town,
New Mexico, or Dorothea Lange's "Migrant Mother," have become sym·
bois of the era.
However, in 1978, photography historian Stllly Stein discovered a group
of 700 color FSA slides, misfiled and forgotten, in the basement of the
Library of Congress. This was a major historical as well as photographic find.
Until that time it was thought all the FSA photography had been in black and
white.
The works in the University Art Mustum's exhibition arc dye-transfer
prints tnadc by the Light Gallery. New York City, from the original Farm
Security Administration transpat·cncics held by the Library of Congress,
WashingtO!l, D.C.
In addition, several related black-and-white FSA pl10tographs from the
museum's collection at·c included In the exhibition.
The Art Museumis l<Jcatcd in the Fine Arts Center on the UNM cat11pus.
Museum h<lUrs arc Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m .. 7-10 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday I"5 p.m.

The University of New Mexico
Art Museum, in conjunction with
the exhibition "Certain Realities,"
will present a series of artists' talks,
The exhibition features recent
figurative paintings by artists from
New Mexico and Texas. The following is a schedule of speakers and
times:
·
Carl Johansen, I p.m. Thursday
in the Gallery.
Susan Whyne, I p.m. Nov, 10 In
the Fine Arts CcnteJ', Room 2018.
. Holly Robm·ts, I p.m. Nov. 15 in
the Fine Atts Center, Room 2018.
Jerry West, lp.m. Nov. 17 in the
Fine Arts Cente~. Room 2018.
The cxllibltion, on display·
through Nov. 27, features a wide
ta~ge of subjects and styles, from
fat rly trad iti·onal, descriptive
!f'Cthods of representation to styles
mfluenccd by 20th century abstruc·
lion a1ld pop imagery.

The weekend as;tion brought the
Lobos • record in High Country
Athletic Conference competition to
3·4 and 24-7 overall.

I

l

f
I

!
[

r
! •

On Friday the Lobos won the fitst
game in the BYU match 15-8, but
lost the next three 8-15. 11·15 and
9·15.
UNM Coach Laurel Kessel said
the Lobos played well in the first
game tiut "succumbed t<l the pressure" when BYU came out in the

second game with some good
serves.
''They were serving well and we
wcren 't," Kessel said. "Then they
started setting the ball outside and
just hammered away at us."
The Lobos put the BYU loss behind them and outplayed Utah Saturday by scores of 15-7, 15-5, 13-15
and 15-13.
"The girls let up a tittle bit in the
third game," Kessel said, "but not
as much as they have been."
"The Utah match was important
to us,'' Kessel said., "We needed it
to re-establish our confidence.''
The Lobos will head out to Los
Angeles to take on LoyolaMarymotmt Thursday and compete
in the UCLA Invitational Friday and
Saturday.

HOMECOMING
Football Mum Corsages
with UNM colors and letters
Reg. $5.00

$4.00 with coupon
Available at all 3 stores

Domino's
Pizza
.Delivers

r-..t, Frw Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262·1662
U111~ oottwry-

I
I
I
I
I
I

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
0Qe coupon per pizza.

1

expires 11·14-83

I
F••t, FrH Delivery
I
3120 Centr•l S.E.
I
212-1112
I
Now .,.n tor lunch
I Open every d•y •t 11:00
I
I
I
I
I
®
I

I

II $.75
I.•
I1

$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11-14-83

I
I
I

F••t, FrH Delivery
H20 Centn1l S.E.
212·1112

Now O,.n 'tor lunch
I Open
ev.ery day •t 11:00

I
I

I

•

••

,

'o

z.,
li~

'0-

'00.

ARE YOU SMJJIT ENOUGH

TO SAVE YOUR PARENTS
THE COST OF COWGE?

)(lu nre, if vou win an Arm)' ROTC schobt'!'ihip. \\'hen yuu win one nf our ~hoJnr ..
ships. ~\'Cpa)' your tuition. hook~. ah fclo:;. nnd -mlwr ac~dcll'lk cxpcnsc:t \\FII aJso gi\·e you
ur w !=iLl\"\"'In )\'at ~xtm. And Wh!.'J'I you h'TaduatL'. \\'(' llmah· )'OU iH'i Army officer.
Rut you have w h.· n1ort.> th;in ..;t,,;ut to Wilt \\'c'll l"onskk~r \'Our c~amcurricular,
~e<Jder;-hir .u1d ;uh!l'tk alth·iri6. And 1f \'tlU n..•al."h thL' firlolls. Wt:11 mL'L.'t \\·ith you ti.1r a JX'rRmitl
lll(l'T\'I!.'W.

For Additional Information Contact Major J. Weaver
831-1111 ext. 278-279

bowling will be determined after the
meeting.
All entries must be submitted at
the tilcciing and. rules will be ex·
plaincd. No crltrics ure accepted at
the Leisure Services Office prior to
the meeting.
Call Leisure Services for more in·
formation at 277-5 151.
'

•

Uptown

3700 Central Ave, SE
256-3554

Intramural Meetings Set
Leisure Services will hold manager/participant niectiilgs Wednesday for billiards, bowllilg, fiveperson basketball :tnd free throw
doubles at 4:15 In Johnson Gym
Room 154,
, Billiards will begin on Friday,
tree throws on Sunday and basket·
ball on Monday. The start date for

Downtown
3.16 Cenh·ul Ave S.E,
243·2266

.. ,·,· ...... .

"
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Las Noticias
GAYS ANI> LESUIANS: CQme Ill u dl~~~~~lon lln
androgyny. TttespQy, November I, 7:30 p.m., SUB
231A·C. There will be time to socialize and mee!,
people after the meeting,
I 1/1
UNM BOOKSTOIIE MONSTER Sale·~
progress!.
11/3
UNM HOMECOMING RUN sponsored by
ASUNM/GSA Child Care Co·op. Register by Nov,
I. Call277·3365 for Jqformation.
I Ill
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWt'ST IS NOW taklns
literature submissions. Send them to UNM Box 20,
llniv. of New Mexico 87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron J-lnll. Deadline is Dec. 9. Include SASE If you
want 'ern returned.
ll/21
CLUII? MlmTING? t:VENT? Adv.ertise in Las
Notlcin~. Only I0 cents per word per Issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
11011, IIAI'I'Y ONE year unniversary! }!ere's to
~he~~.

Sangria nnd burgcnitne! Love niwnys, Angela.
il/1
Q.S.: no~ES AHE red. Vloim are blue. Although
''it" wasn't mine, I \till admire you! (for your
~"'Imming, uf course!) Sil.
1111
TO MY MOM: Happy birthduy you hom! Your
lovmg ~on, Dnn.
1II 1
IIttAU: (iOOD l.llCl\1 We know you will be UNM's
next Homecoming King!.
1111
l,ADU~<; Ot' UNM: Have gun, Will travel. Will fill
your every desire. The man never tires. l-Ie covers
"more· lund" by night. Hnppy birthday, Murk!.
Ill!
!'INK, HAPPY 20Tfl. Hope we share many more
together. Uo out, usc the black undies and drink an
"nrmnrillo sal(td." 1 ove yn, Bnnana.
ll/1
SLEIGII, II.oVt; you too much to leave you. I can't
trike it. llannnn.
I J1 I
<iiVE HOMECOMING Tilt: respect It deserves.
Wnte in M.R. Moose for Homecoming King and
Campus Dklntor. Position 69.
11/2
Qli!N r, I WANT you. I need you! Call
mel ~ Mona.
11/l
DENNIS AND S'fl-:I'IlANtt:, n1anks ror caring so
mudt :md making my day so special. Love ~a.
Anmunal.
ll/1
I'Al'L,- ARI·; Tiff: rest of your strokes ns smooU1 as
yuur l>admokc? -tong Time Admirer.
I Ill
J>JUHA I'RANCO: TIU·DELTS say, ..Good luck,
llun~!":
1111
fiE\' ;\NSE ('., U:T'S go dancing. SN.
ll/4
KENNE'£11 I' AT'J'ERSON FOR Homecoming King.
l'miti<ll16.
1111
TEIIRI McK ~;~;.
I 112
!'OSITION SIX.
1112
FROM l'UINCE TO kingship. Make 1982's
Homecoming Prince 1983's Homecoming King. Vote
Shaun Cooper, position #I.
ll/2
LAWRENCE ROYBAL f"OR Home<:omlng Klngl.
1112
MAKE CONTACT WITII that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message In the
classlfieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
Insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

.tc' ood/ .tc'un
.AI.L MAU; CLUB. 8307 Central NE. Open 24
hours. 2SS-6S2S.
11/4
"•'001>/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurant$, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
QCAI.ITV TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445.
11/30
BULIMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM: Intensive
three-day wtlrkshop for overcoming bingevomiting/purging. November ll, 12, 13. Norma Jean
Wilkes266-0459.
IJ/11
TV.PING95 CENTS/page, 247·3975,6 p.m.
1111
ATn;.'ITION CAR OWNERS: Introductory offer,
SISO worth of car maintenance for $20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Certified mechanics,
all parts and labor guaranteed, Call for lnformati.•n.
Ed5tone265-4939.
11/14
JTM WORJ) PROCESSING Services. High quality
professional typing, pickup/delivery service. 281·
2662.
1117

FELUF;N"Ri\IS MET HOI>; 1\ WAHENESS
Through Movement classes: afternoon/evening, Call
Mary Ann Khanllan 897·2028,
1117
TYPING 1143·9137,
1114
TYI'IST ON CAMr'US. Sen~e of h11mor. Some
geni11s. 242·3093.
ll/4
TYI'IST: TERM PAPERS, resumes, 299·8970, 11121
TUTORING, SOCIOLOGY, CALL 242-0127. 11/2
VICTORIA'S WO~D SMITHY; Word processing,
typing. Call Vickie 821-48!2.
11/1
on:RWEIG liT? NEEI> OVERWEIG I.IT people for
an all natural program (Herbalife). Call 255·9866,
265·9529.
II 12
TYI'ING, EI>ITING, REWRITE. Fast, accurate,
reasonable rates. Call242·0 I 27.
II /2
'IYI'ING; WORn I'ROCF.'lSING 821~4i26.
I1/29
TYJ'ING, WORU PHOCESSING, Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable t·ates, highest quality. 881-0313.
11/07
"'li:-:O::-l-:::IS""E::II:::07L·::n'""::W-.:O:-:R::D:-::TV=P::lN:::G::-an-d-;-::E:-;d;:-i!i:-n-g-::Ser·
vice. Near carnpus. 256-0916.
11/14
TUTOJtiNG- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
Fr~nch • Masters degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266·4247.
11107
24-IIOUR TYPING Service 294-0144 or 298-.5110.
11/2
QUAUTV TYPING. MONTGOM~;RY·San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page, 881·6445.
I 112
TYI'ING, WORI> PllOCESSING, Rindy296·6298.
1123
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Qunlity lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
ACULEX WORn l'ROCt'SSING: Theses, dl~ser·
lations, term pnpers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12/12
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·01 7I.
tfn
wt; GOT UISTIUIIUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
nrnlm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Les~ Optfcians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from Lallelles.
tfn
!'REGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
trn

Housing
$100/NEAR CAMPUS.243·3641 l.aura or Larry,
II/I
LUXURY ADUI,T NO·pet apartment complex one
block from UNM has a one·bcdroom furnished unit
available immediately. Come by Four Sea!oos, 120
Cornell SE, or tal1266·0011.
I 1/7
t'OR RENT: ONf:-beoroom unfurnished apt. one
block from University. 5215/month Including
utilities. 293·6458,
1112
MALE/FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for two·
bdrm· apt. two blocks south of Central on Girard.
S140 tnonih. Call Gary at 256·365 I, late evenings,
•
11/2
LUXURY FURNISIIEil ON& bdrm apt, on campus.
$250 month, utllltie~ paid. $100 DO, Call after 5 p.m.
242-6954.
1117
A BLOCK TO UNM and near TVI. One·bdrm apts.
S27S furnished, utilities included. No children or pets.
Caii268·052S,
ll/7
ROOM FOR RENT. 5120 plus~ utilities. 255·3497.
11/4
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
share two-bedroom apt. two miles from UNM. S22S
monthly•. 883·3689.
11/2
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO shore large, four•
bedroom house ln Tijeras with three others. Twenty
minutes to UNM. Nine acres, views, hot tub.
Graduate student or faculty preferred. 1142·6123 day,
281·1534 nighL
11/3
UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROFESSIONAL
couple offers room and board in exchange for
transportation of elementary school children. Must

..
L

c;overed

have reliable car. Call243·2635 after 5:30 p.m. or on
weekends.
11/3
ROOMMATE M/f WANTf,D to share clean,
comfortable house in NE. Three mile~ from UNM.
Fireplace, yard, $!85 piUs !II ut!iltles, Call Diane883·
7176.
11/2
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share four·bedroom
house near UNM, $125/moflth plus V. utilities, Jim
843-6142.
.
(II~
CONSII>ERA TE MALE STUDEN'J; to share in·
!cresting household. Non•smoker. Furnished. $175
plus DD. I "illll•s included, 268·6617.
11/1
THE CITADEL; SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR .RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnlshcd·security locl<s and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn.

For Sale
1976 FIAT 131. Five-speed, air, AM-FM, 57000
miles, original owner. Must sell, $1850 o.b.o. 2928001, 883·9615.
. 1117
FOR SALE: '77 Podge v~n. '76 Buick Skylark, '70
Triumph Bonnevjile, '74 Yamaha TX6. 266·1347,
IIIli
1915 IIONUA CIVIC$900, 255·3497 Pan.
11/4
74 YAMAIIA, IMMACULATE extras. Scott 843·
9471 aftersix,
Jill
OSDORNE COMPUTER- TRADE in, like new,
See at SuntecComputers, 1523 Eubank NE,
11/1
IIICYC!.E SALE AT Two Wheel Drive, Starts
11/3
Saturday, 1706 Central SE, 243-8443,
MOPEU - 1983 SUZU~I. Low miles, excellent
condition. $375 includes helmet, loc.k. Call265-4341.
ll/3
1970 LINCOLN 40 1 VB, excellent condition. Best
offer.843-9132.
11/2
1963 FORD l''AIRLANE$450. 243..()309.
11/2
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS! IIARVARI> (grey),
Yale (white), Princeton (navy), Dartmouth (!<elly),
North Cardlina (light blue), USC (white), others, $14
each postpaid. Send check to LMg, Box 317,
Brookhaven, MS 39601. COD orders call 1·601·835!085.
11/4

Employment
PART·TIME COOK sought. Good meals and
personal favors required; the prettier !he Indy. the
better. Possibly share apartment rent· free. Call after
Ill I
noon. 884-3935.
DESK CLERK/NIGIIT audit01·. 40 hours. Will train.
De An1.a Motor Lodge, 4301 Central NE.
11/3
E"PERIENCEU PART·TIME counter help needed,
Sweetwater's Cafe, Yale at Lomas.243·3330.
ll/3
FULL- OR PART•tlme sales people needed, Steady,
da~y commission; hlgh earning potential. Plre.:t
sales, Experienced or willing to learn .. No high

.

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

.

'

.

Bright Future Futon Company
• a coHage Industry •
2424 Garf1eld Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

-

(505)

Ask about our
Speed Reading

268·9738

Send a message to that special someone with a Homecoming Personal.
Homecoming Personals may be mailed to Student Publications, P.O. Box 20, UNM 87131. Or drop by
Classified Advertising; Room 13 1 Marron Hall between Bam and Spm.
Deadline

t :OOpm the day before insertion.

All Homecoming Personals will appear In a special classified section running 10-3 1 to 11-4, including the
Daily Lobo Homecoming Special Edition Nov. 4.
Special Homecoming Personal rate of 10 cents per-word per-day.
All personals must be pre-paid.
One word tn each box please
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Miscellaneous
WANTED: AMADEUS TICKETS Jar two or three.
884-8192 evenings.
11/4

Extra Points
VOTE 4 MARGARET Novak, Homecoming Queen.
Position 4.
1112
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRISTINA Rivas. Good
luck for Homecoming Queen, lloys Upstairs.
I Ill
VOTE TERRI McKEE, Homecoming Queen,
position six.
I I 12
SHAUN COOPER, HOMECOMING King position
#1.
11/2
LOUISE LERMA FOR l-lomecoming Queen. Vote
1112/83, position 2.
Jl/2
VOTE LESLY GIBBS, Homecoming position three.

1~

Travel
NEEn SOMEONE WITH car for ride back east, 296·
8513.
11/2
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
tfn
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.

I.~ost

11/2

PLACE YOUR HOMECOMING personal today in
131 Marron Hall. Only ten cents per wor\1 per day
10/31·1 1/4 in the ''Extra Points" section. Message
must contain something about Homecoming.
11/4

& Found

LOST: BLUE CLOTH bag with books and notes,

Get Loose,
Get M.R.
Moose
In the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Ampefsand
•

1n

NEW M E X I C O - - - - - - -

Daily Lobo
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

100% hand-crafted coHon futons

Wlragon

ll/4
Reward. Call 266·3983.
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

pressure. Must like people. Contact Bill Bear
Promotions 2.42·7424.
11/2
MTNSIDE YMCA NEEDS gymnastic instructors.
292·2298.
11/4
WANTED: SOMEONE TO occaslonnlly babysit rn)'
15 month old. Call298·3907.
11/2
PART-TIME BOOKSTORE clerk wanted, Chamisa
Book Shop, 1602 Central SE, 24~·3100,
11/2
COME TO TAOS tills Wil'(terl Slli Shop needs help
for winter season Dec. I 5-April I, For more information, call or write to Cottam's Ski Shops, Taos,
New Mexico 87571. Phone 776-8460.
11/1
WORK·STUDY POSITION open for Office
Assistant II - good typist, good phone skills,
familiar with wore! processor. Call Rebecca Naida,
Graduate Student Association office, 8:00·1 :00, M·F.

'

P.O. Box 20

Albuquerque,
87131

NM

ACROSS
1 Entertainer
6 Supporters
10 Muslim judge
14 Lack of pep
15 Lined up
16 Singer
17 Glacial ice
block
18 Fastener:
2 words
20 Color
21 Stone: Suffix
23 Sculptor
24 Doggy treat
25 Small group
26 Furniture
style:
2 words
30 Across
34 Loose coat
35 Fish
37 Vulgar
38 Signs
39 - cum
laude
41 Overhang
42 Scottish
explorer
43 Emperor
44 California city
46 Succinct
48 Music style
50 Slosh

52 Soaks
53 Be ambitious
56 Burden
57 Sad sound
60 GSA
member:
2 words
62 Simple
64 Chern. suffix
65 Center
66 Saltpeter
67 Bastes
68 Copier
69 Bullring

DOWN
1 Throw
2 Great Barrier
isle
3 A.M.
4 --- - nutshell
5 Wind storm
6 Tie
7 Oglve
8 Negative
9 Blaspheme
10 Psalmist
11 Jai 12 " - - t o
laugh!"
13 Dunce
19 Legal papers
22 Up - - ;

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

Aroused

24 Gambles

45 Aerial
47 Guzzles
49 Volcano area
51 Navigation

25 Numeric
suffix
system
26 Whip
53 Lifetimes
27 Arm bones
28 Glacial ridge 54 Without
55 Ship part
29 African
56 Inveigle
31 Aspen
57 Locus
32 Original
58 Range part
33 Expand
59 King of
36 Needed
40 Swiss river
Sod om
41 Goes astray 61"AIIey -!"
63 Melody
43 Rips

